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SUMMARY
Have you cleaned up vomit lately?
If the answer is yes, then you likely reached under the sink, way in the back, to the aerosol can of Lysol
Disinfectant Spray you’ve used for the last few cold and flu seasons.
Beyond extreme cases of disinfection like these, Lysol was losing relevance, no longer winning with
consumers on the strength of its products alone.
To find another way to connect, we conducted a global study with our core users – moms. We uncovered a
universal truth that was also Lysol’s greatest product benefit: protection is an instinctive act of love.
It’s what moms were born to do, and what every Lysol product was designed to do.
Turning our functional germ-kill claim into an emotional promise of protection, we launched an integrated
campaign, “What it Takes to Protect”, capturing the unconditional ways we protect our kids – the good, the
bad, the germy – and reimagined a 100-year-old brand in the process.

THE BACKGROUND
AND CHALLENGE
Lysol created the disinfectant category.
Launched nearly a century ago, the brand earned its way into households across
America with a promise to kill 99.9% of germs.
But after spending decades reinforcing its germ-kill prowess, in message and in
media, it was perceived as harsh and old fashioned. A functional claim that garnered
trust, but not frequency.

In a world where germ-kill was overkill, 99.9% was only wanted .1% of the time.

Our challenge was to find a way to connect with consumers, beyond just the
grossest job in the house.

THE CONSUMER
Suddenly, the reason consumers had trusted Lysol was now the reason consumers were using it less.
This wasn’t a coastal, all-natural Whole Foods mom problem. Even Walmart-shopping, between-the-coasts, moms were hesitant about reaching for the Lysol
blue can.
The irony was, strength was the thing Lysol, and moms, had in common. In fact, the only thing stronger than our products were the moms who were using them.
If our strength is 99.9%, mom’s is 100%, all day, everyday.
So we conducted a global strength study, surveying over 10,000 moms in 29 markets, to uncover the driving force behind mom strength. Resoundingly, moms all
over the world said the #1 thing they want to protect is their children.
While that might seem obvious, what was less obvious was its universality. Chile prioritized their home over their health. The Netherlands chose their health over
their freedom. South Africa wouldn’t sacrifice their freedom for their environment. And India wanted to protect their environment over their home. But the one
thing moms from one end of the earth to the other could all agree on, was the priority to protect their children.

What are the things
you most
want to protect?

THE INSIGHT
The mama bear metaphor exists for a reason. Protecting our children isn’t just a priority, it’s an
instinct. It’s a primal response to motherhood that isn’t fully expressed until you have something,
someone, to protect. It’s a universal maternal truth: Protection is an instinctive act of love.
You know those stories of a mom lifting a 3,000lb car to save their trapped baby? Or the more
mundane things you’ve probably done, like sifting through the garbage to find your kid’s favorite
toy they accidently threw out? Or picking their nose because it was stuffed?
The things you never in a million years pictured yourself doing until you had a life depending on
you, and now it’s just second nature.
That’s the strength we’re talking about. The strength to protect — big, small, life-threatening, lifeannoying, monsters under the bed, and even germs on the countertop.

When they handed her to
me, it was chemical. Instant
protectiveness and fierceness.
– Jessica, 36
When you become a mom, there
is no love so powerful. You know
right then that you would do
anything for your child.
– Reana, 32
I’ve caught my kid in mid-air
before they fell…I’ve never been
athletic, but if I’m not even
looking I can stop something, it’s
like a reflex.
– Marissa, 28

THE STRATEGY
We could have dropped our claim and softened our brand. But instead, we leaned in, using communications to reposition the strength of our product into a virtue
of our brand.
We are strong. Strong enough to protect – on the toughest days, and every day. It’s what our consumers were born to do, and what each and every Lysol product
was designed to do. It’s a shared instinct that turned our germ-kill claim into a promise of protection. Shifting our functional message to an emotional point of
view. Moving the occasional need to disinfect into an everyday need to show love. And ultimately, turning what we do, into why we do it.

Our strategy: Make the strength of Lysol as everyday as the strength of a mother’s protection.

THE IDEA
Protect like a mother.
Instead of a chore, we reframed cleaning
as a protective act of love, and Lysol as the
ultimate protector.
The resulting campaign, “What it Takes to
Protect,” captures our shared instinct to
protect — celebrating the strength of mom,
and the strength of Lysol.
Through a big, emotional brand spot,
engaging social content, and an interactive
exhibit, we made Lysol synonymous with
protection, and helped moms see themselves
as the fierce protectors they are. Our product
work that followed highlighted the often
messy realities of modern parenting, where
even the most mundane of daily situations
need protection against germs.
”What it Takes to Protect” was a powerful
platform that took Lysol from occasional
germ-killer to everyday protection.

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
The duality of our campaign worked together — reinforcing our shared instinct to protect, and the
role of our products in everyday protection.

Celebrating
mom’s protection:
A declaration of our point of view that elevated
the brand beyond germ-kill
We launched our powerful brand idea in the
weeks leading up to Mother’s Day, leveraging
a cultural moment about moms to make our
message that much more relevant and our
media work that much harder.

WHAT IT TAKES
TO PROTECT

Celebrating
Lysol’s protection:
Everyday product proof of our protection
Our steady stream of product work was
supported by the authenticity of our
communications and the frequency of our
media placements, putting everyday scenarios in
front of our consumers, every day.

THE RESULTS
By elevating our germ kill claim, we infused greater meaning and relevance in to the brand and
boosted sales across the portfolio.

Connected with moms.

Got the press talking.

Boosted sales across
the portfolio.

